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the authors in this paper have a long-term project in the health care industry and have been
involved in a model development team. this project began with the steps described in this paper in
2013. a major focus of this project is a prototype of discrete event simulation engine for simulation
model mining and management system (demsme). this research project began with the topic on

“development and implementation of discrete event simulation engine” and continued to the current
topic “discrete event system modeling in health care.” reducing the turnaround time on customer's
complaint is an important task for a power utility which is the world largest consumer of electrical
energy. the objective is to handle the complaint at the best possible cost with minimum service
interruption time. faster handling of complaints may lead to increased customer satisfaction and
reduce the chance of customer's switching on over to a competitor. the power utility currently

handels nxn customer's complaint in a nxn time frame. the same can be done in a nxn time frame
when the network is divided into subnetworks. the network we will consider in this paper is a sub-
network formed by the topology of power distribution system. the topology of power distribution
network is a graph composed of all loads, transformers, power substations and drop lines. in this

paper, we will deal with the scsts problem for the topology of power distribution network. the scsts
problem is to find the path of transformer in shortest time between two nodes in a power distribution

network.
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the design of a discrete event system in
general consists of the following steps,
referring to the time line (1) the user

creates event generators, (2) validation
and logging of the event generating

process, (3) simulation of the designed
system, (4) debugging the simulation

results. discrete event system simulation
ayerly is a historical record of recent

discrete event simulation models. in order
to provide a quick and easy access, we

have developed a study dashboard
system to allow for quick usability in

evaluating and sharing discrete event
systems. this project is on the path of

investigating and developing a multi-user
collaborative discrete event system

simulation tools for health care domain.
the user will be able to describe the
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studied discrete event system in a set of
well-defined mathematical equations,

with two possible ways to express them,
namely a discrete event system

programming language (such as systemc)
and a graphic model-based language.

these models will be integrated with tool-
aided simulation techniques (such as

pdes), and supported with a study
dashboard which has been demonstrated
in this paper. discrete event simulation
ayerly is a historical record of discrete
event simulation models. in order to

provide a quick and easy access, we have
developed a study dashboard system to

allow for quick usability in evaluating and
sharing discrete event systems. this

project is on the path of investigating and
developing a multi-user collaborative

discrete event system simulation tools for
health care domain. the user will be able

to describe the studied discrete event
system in a set of well-defined
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mathematical equations, with two
possible ways to express them, namely a

discrete event system programming
language (such as systemc) and a graphic
model-based language. these models will
be integrated with tool-aided simulation

techniques (such as pdes), and supported
with a study dashboard which has been
demonstrated in this paper. 5ec8ef588b
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